UNIVERSITY GRANTS COMMISSION
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ISLAMABAD
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No: 9-418/ Acad/ 92/ 120
Dated: Nov 17, 1982

NOTIFICATION

Subject: EQUIVALENCE OF DEENI ASNAD WITH UNIVERSITY DEGREES.

The decision of the University Grants Commission on the subject, is reproduced below for information and implementation.

"Ashahadat-ul-Faizeela (الشجاعة الفضائية)
Sanad awarded by Waqf-ul-Nadar, Ashahadat-ul-Farah
(Sanad awarded by Tanzeem-ul-Nadari, Ashahadat-ul-Salma (الشجاعة الصالحة)
Sanad awarded by Waqf-ul-Nadar, Ali (علي نادر) and Sultan-ul-Mazil
Sanad awarded by Waqf-ul-Nadar, Shihab after Dars-e-Hadi be considered equivalent to the B.A in Arabic/Islamic Studies for the purpose of teaching Arabic and Islamic Studies in colleges and universities and for pursuing higher studies in Arabic and Islamic Studies. For employment in fields other than teaching, however, such Sanad holders would be required to qualify in two additional subjects other than Arabic and Islamic Studies at the B.A level from a university. They would also have to qualify in the recently introduced elective Pakistan Studies and Islamic Studies paper at the B.A level.

To bring uniformity to the nomenclature of the Sanad issued by different schools of thought, it was decided that henceforth the final Sanad (Degree) recognised as equivalent to B.A in Arabic and Islamic Studies will be known as "Shahadat-ul-Almiyya Fil Uloomul Arabia Wal Islamia (شهادة العلمية في العلوم العربية والاسلامية)"

[Signature]

(MOHAMMAD LATIF VICE)
DIRECTOR ACADEMICS.